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	Most books on data structures assume an imperative language such as C or C++. However, data structures for these languages do not always translate well to functional languages such as Standard ML, Haskell, or Scheme. This book describes data structures from the point of view of functional languages, with examples, and presents design techniques that allow programmers to develop their own functional data structures. The author includes both classical data structures, such as red-black trees and binomial queues, and a host of new data structures developed exclusively for functional languages. All source code is given in Standard ML and Haskell, and most of the programs are easily adaptable to other functional languages. This handy reference for professional programmers working with functional languages can also be used as a tutorial or for self-study.
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Kivy BlueprintsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Build your very own app-store-ready, multi-touch games and applications with Kivy!


	About This Book

	
		Learn how to create simple to complex functional apps quickly and easily with the Kivy framework
	
		Bend Kivy according to your needs by customizing, overriding, and bypassing the built-in...
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Monitoring with GangliaO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		In 1999, I packed everything I owned into my car for a cross-country trip to begin my
	
		new job as Staff Researcher at the University of California, Berkeley Computer Science
	
		Department. It was an optimistic time in my life and the country in general. The economy
	
		was well into the dot-com boom and still a few years...
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Learning Puppet SecurityPackt Publishing, 2015

	Secure your IT environments with the powerful security tools of Puppet


	About This Book

	
		Pass a compliance audit by showing the concrete state of your systems using Puppet
	
		Secure your Puppet server to minimize risks associated with misconfigured installations using the gdsoperations/auditd...
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CCIE Professional Development Routing TCP/IP, Volume I, Second EditionCisco Press, 2005
A detailed examination of interior routing protocols --  completely updated in a new edition

	
    A complete revision of the best-selling first edition--widely  considered a premier text on TCP/IP routing protocols

    
	
    A core textbook for CCIE...
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Microsoft  SQL Server(TM) 2005 Analysis Services Step by StepMicrosoft Press, 2006
The popular STEP BY STEP approach provides hands-on guidance to beginning-level programmers and those new to SQL Server 2005. A sequential, learn-by-doing tutorial, this book covers key features and techniques of Analysis Services to help programmers harness the full power of SQL Server 2005. The companion CD includes data sets and sample code....
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Shock Wave Reflection Phenomena (Shock Wave and High Pressure Phenomena)Springer, 2007

	This book provides a comprehensive state-of-the-knowledge description of the shock wave reflection phenomena from a phenomenological point of view.


	The first part is a thorough introduction to oblique shock wave reflections, presenting the two major well-known reflection wave configurations, namely, regular (RR) and Mach (MR)...
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